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Abstract
An approach for the automatic extraction of roads ftom digital
aeria)-imagery is proposed. It makes use of several versions
of the saie aeriaT image with differcnt reso-lutions' Roads ate
modeled as a network of intersections and links between these
intersections, and are found by a grouping prccess. The context
of roads is hierarchically structured into a globd and a Local
level. The automatic segmentation of the aerial image into
different global contexti, i.e.. rutal, forest' and utban area, is
uied to focus the extraction to the most ptomising regions. For
the actual extraction of the toads, edges are exttacted in the
original high resolution image (0.2 to 0.5 m) and lines are
exlracted i-n an image of reduced tesolution. Using,both -reso-
Iution levels and explicit knowledge about toads, hypothese-s

for road segments are generated. They are grouped itetatively'into 
larger-segments. In addition to the gtoup.ing algorithms,

knowle-dge about the \ocal context, e'g., shadows cast by a
tree onto a road segment, is used to bridge gaps. To consttuct
the road network, finallv intersections are exttacted. Examples
and results of an'evaluation based on manually plo-tted
reference. daia are given, indicating the potentia) of the
approacn.

lntroduction
In digital photogrammetry, operational automatic solutions
existTor eeometiic tasks suchas the measurement of fiducials
and matc"hing of homologous points' The latter is used for the
reconstruction ofthe relalive orientation, for the generation of
digital surface models, or for automatic aerotriangulation' For
dala acquisition and update of geographic information systems
(crs), the determination of the meaning of individual topo-
graphic obiects, e.g., buildings and roads, is necessary' This
iemantic tisk still-has to be dbne manually. Because this is time
consuming and expensive, automatic solutions are highly
welcome.

Research on the automatic extraction of topographic ob-

iects lrom aerial and space imagery goes back to the seventies'
irlowadays the goal is the update ofcts data. Using existing,
albeit ouidated, data can facilitate obiect extraction' However,
the approach proposed in this paper is restricted to the extrac-
tion of objectt (tte."' roads) without GIS data. There are several

reasons for this. First, automatic extraction without a ptiori
information shows the potential and deficits of an extraction
scheme much better than a cIs-based extraction, because it only
relies on the given model and strategy, and therefore can
deepen the understanding of the problem. Second, the extrac-
tion of new objects is posslble only in this manner and is needed
for GIS update in any case. Third, to make the system reliable, it
is wise to base the decision about an obiect on new imagery and
not on old cIS data. Nevertheless, work on GlS-based extraction
of roads (de Gunst and Vosselman, 1997;Bordes et al ',1'gg7;
Plietker, 1997) is useful, and has been carried out also within
our approach (Wiedemann and Mayer, 1996)'

fhe most common techniques for road extraction in
images with low resolution are the detection and following of^
linei. tn high resolution, matching of profiles and detection of
roadsides, i.e., (anti-)parallel edges, are used' The different
approaches apply specialized algorithm_s and additional
knbwledge, e.g., geometric constraints. The main criterion to
classify the extraction schemes is human interaction. In semi-
automitic approaches, an operator provides, for example,
starting pointl and starting directions for road_following
(McKeown and Denlinger, 19BB; Vosselman and de Knecht,
1995). In Merlet and Zerubia (19s0), points along a road are
measured and the algorithm finds the road, i.e., a line which
connects these pointi. If more than one image is used, this can
also be done in-sl (Griin and Li 1ss7). The advantage of the
approaches with multiple points is that the path of the road is
more constrained, whiih results in a more reliable handling of
critical areas. A similar approach based on so-called "ziplock"
snakes is presented in Neu-enschwander ef o1. (1995)'

By automatic detection of the seed points, semi-automatic
schemes can be extended to (fully) automatic ones. An auto-
matic approach is described in Barzohar et al.(19s7). The selec-
tion of itarting points is based on gray-value histograms. Fur-.
ther assumptilons about geometry and radiometry are modeled
by a Markov stochastic plocess. Road extraction is performed
by dynamic programming. In Ruskon6 et 01. (19s4), the centers
oi elbngatediegions are detected using a watershed transform
of the giadientlmage. Starting from these points, the homoge-
neity ol the road surface in the images is used to extract road
segments. Using geometrical constraints, connection hypothe-
,rib"t*"".t toa?legments are checked, and a road network is
constructed. Similaily to the approach proposed in this article,
Trinder and Wang (rdsg) extract roads using different resolu-
tions and grouping.

Wherirelaiiois between roads and other objects, e'g., vehi-
cles, buildings, or trees, are neglected, a reliable extraction is
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not possible in many cases. These background objects often
have a strong influence on the appearanle ofroads in aerial
imagery._For example, high objects may cause occlusions or
cast shadows on the road. Therefore, Strat (rsgs) strongly
demands the use of context information to guide image inder-
standing algorithms in complex scenes. In Bordes et;I. GsgT),
the influence of neighboring objects on the reliability ofroad
extraction is investigated and employed to improve the verifi-
cation ofroads from a GIS database. In urban aieas trackins of
profiles or extraction of roadsides is often difficutt. For th6se
areas, Ruskon6 et al. (1996) use the extraction and grouping of
vehicles for road extraction.

One major finding in recent years is that the characteristic
properties of roads described by a model are not the same at
different image resolution levels (Mayer and Steger, 1998) and
in different contexts (Baumgartner et-a\.,1997). fo describe the
appearanc€ of roads, three so-called',global contexts,, are dis_
tinguished in this work: rural, forest, and urban area. For everv
global context. specific relations between road objects and 

'

background objects are described in so-called ,,locil contexts.,,
The proposed_approach starts with the generation of hypothe-
ses for,roadsides using two resolution levels. Edges are^ex-
tracted in the original high resolution image andlines in an
image with reduced resolution. Using both-resolution levels
and explicitknowledge about geometiic and radiometric prop_
erties ofroads, road segments are constructed from the hvpothe-
ses for roadsides. From these road segments, road links, i.e.,
road.s connecting two intersections, are built. Road segments
and links are semantic objects with attributes and metf,ods. Be-
cause they explicitly represent a specific area in the image, a
search for additional evidence, e.g., road markings, is faJili_
tated. Attributes and methods of the road objects iary accord_
ing to the context.

The road model and the different contexts are described in
the next section. The basic strategy for road extraction as well
as the basic steps and characteristic elements of this approach
are then explained. Finally, after an evaluation of the ie^sults, a
short outlook concludes the paper.

Model
In order to extract roads from an aerial image, it is necessary to
have a clear idea about the concept ,'road.'YFor the proposJd
approach,. the model comprises explicit knowledg^e about
geometry (road width, parallelism of roadsides, etcl), radiome_
try (reflectance properties), topology (network structure), and
context [relations with other objects, e.g., buildings or trees).
The model described below consists of iwo parts. ihe first part
describes characteristic properties of roads in the real worl'd
arrd in aerial imagery, and piesents a road model derived from
these properties. The second part defines different local con_
texts and assigns those tothe global contexts. In this way, the
comp-lex model for the object road is split into sub-modeis that
are adapted to specific contexts. Beciuse the sub-models
emphasize-certain characteristics ofthe objects, they can also
be regarded as specialized models.

Roads

Roads in the Real World.
A description of roads in the real world can be derived from
their function for human beings. Roads access space and are
therefore organized as a netwoik connecting ail ireas inhabited
and exploited by human beings. The densei an area is inhab_
ited and the more intensively it is used, the denser the road net_
work is. According to their importance, network components
are classified into a hierarchy ofdifferent cateqories *ith diff"._
ent attributes. Roads of national importance aie much wider
than roads accessing rural areas. Fieid paths and less important

roads follow the natural terrain surface more closely than high_
ways, which serve as fast connections between conurbation"s.
According to the different categories, roads differ with respect
to minimum curvature radius and maximum allowed slope. As
a consequence ofgreater curvature radii, more gentle slopes,
and.multi-layered interchanges, there is a stron*g tendency for
roads of greater importance tb run along embanlments, over
brid€es, or in tunnels. Some important ittributes for parts of the
road net are the type and state oithe road surface mat^erial; exis_
tence of.road markings, sidewalks, and cycle-tracks; or legal
instructions, such as traffic regulations.

Roads in Aerial Imagery
The appearance of rJads in digital aerial imagery strongly
depends on the sensor's spectril sensitivity urr-"d li, ,usol"rriion
in object space. The proposed approach is'restricted to gray-
scale images, and only scale dependencies are considered.jn
images with low resolution, i.e., more than 2 m per pixel, roads
mainly appear as lines that form a more or less dense network.
Contrary to this, in images with a higher resolution, i.e., Iess
than 0.5 m,.roads are projected as el,ongated homogeneous
regioas with almost constant width. Heie the attairiable geo_
metric accuracy is better, but background objects such as"cars,
trees, or buildings disturb the roadtxhaction more severelv.

In a smoothed image-which corresponds to a reduced ieso_
Iution image-lines representing road c6nterlines can be ex-
tracted in a stable manner even in the presence of these back_
ground objects. The smoothing eliminites substructure of the
road, e.g., vehicles or markings. This can be interpreted as
abstraction, i.e., the object road is simplified and iti fundamen-
tal characteristics are emphasized, as shown in Mayer and
Steger (rosa).

Road Model
From the last paragraph, it follows that the fusion of low and
high resolution imagery can contribute to improving the relia_
bility of road extraction. Additionaily, detaiis such"as road
markings, which can be recognized aia resolution of less than
0.2 m, can be used as further evidence to validate the detected
road hypotheses._On the one hand, using multiple resolution
Ievels improves the robustness of the roid extraction. On the
other hand, it results in different features at each resolution
level, and the necessity to combine all features of all resolution
levels into one road model. The road model condensed from
the findings above is illustrated in Fisure 1.

This road model describes objecls by means of ,,concepts,,,
and is split into three levels defining difierent points of vi6w.
The reol worldlevel comprises the o-bjects to be extracted and
their relations. On this level, the road network consists of inter_
sections and road links that connect intersections. Road links
are constructed from road segments. In fine scale, road seg_
ments consist of pavement and markings. The concepts of"the
real world are connected to the concepts of t-he geometry and
material level by means of concrcte relations (frinles, f"SSZ),
wnrcn.connect_concepts representing the same object on dif-
tererrt levels. The geometry and mateiial level is an intermedi_
ate level which represents the lo shape of an object as well as
its material (Cl6ment et o1., 1993). Th-e idea behind this level is
that it describes objects independently from sensor character_
istics and viewpoint, which is in conirast to the l.mage level.
Road segments are l inked to the..mostly straight brigit l ines"
of the image Ievel in coarse scale. In contrast to this,"the pave_
ment as a part of a road segment in fine scale is linked to the
"elongated bright region" of the image level by using the ..e1tn_
gated, t lat concrete or asphalt region."

Whereas the fine scale givei detailed information, the
c.oarse scale adds global information. Because of the abstrac_
tion in coarse scale, additional correct hypotheses for roads can
be found and sometimes also false ones can be eliminated.
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Figure 1. Road model.
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while details, such as exact width and position, or markings,
from fine scale are integrated. In this way the extraction bene-
fits from both scales.

Context
The road model presented above comprises knowledge about
radiometric, geornetric, and topological characteristics of
roads. This rnodel is extended by knowledge about context'
Background objects, such as buildiirgs, trees, or vehicles, can
supp"ort road extraction (e'8., usually there is a road to every ̂
Uuitldins), but also interferd (e'g. , a building occludes a part of

a road, ioofs might look similar to roads). This interaction
between road o6iects and background objects is modeled
Iocally and globally.

Local Context
With local context, typical relations between a small number of

road and backgtonttdbblt"ts are modeled. Situations in which
background o6jects make road extraction locally difficultare in

an op"en rural area, for example, paths to agricultural fields or

indiiridual cars. Driveways lo buildings cause problems- in

urban areas. Buildings are mostly parallel to roads' In urban

areas sidewalks and iycle tracks run parallel to roads, poten-
tially hinderi.tg o. tr.ppotting road eitraction' Ior the local
context, these iituations are described in sketches' The local

context occlusion-shodow (Figure 2) illustrates a situation
*h"r" 

" 
high objecl occludes a part of a road or casts a shadow

o.r. a .oud., itt*."by causing the detection of two disconnected
road segmentt. Oth"t local contexts are, e.8., rura)-driveway,
buil rtiig-driveway-road, or sidewalk/ cycle lrack-paral-
lel-to-iiad. These basic local contexts can be aggregated into

rnore iompl"x local contexts, in which, for example, occlu-
sion-shadow and buitding-driveway-road segmenf interact'

GLobal Context
It is not necessary to always take into account every local con-
text. Relations to background objects and their relevance for
road extraction depend also on the region where they occu^r' For
instance, roads in urban or suburban areas have a quite differ-
ent appearance from roads in forest areas or in open rural ̂ areas'
The differences in appearance are partly consequences of dif-
ferent relations between roads and buildings. In downtown
areas, buildings typically are closer and more parallel to roads'
Therefore, thii piper proposes to use different local contexts
for different areas, i.e., dilferent global contexts' Here, utban,
forest, andrurol contexts are distinguished' The global context
is not only relevant for the importance of the local contexts, but
also for the extraction of objects. Experience shows that ap-
oroaches that are suitable for road extraction in rural areas usu-
ally cannot be applied in other global contexts without modi-
ficitions. In foreit or urban areas, other parameter settings
mieht be necessary or, more likely, even a completely different
aoiroach is requiied. From this, it is clear that the global con-
text enables u tito." efficient use of the knowledge about roads'
In Figure 3, some frequently occurring local contexts are
assisned to the global contexts.

"Tightly linled to the use of knowledg-e about context are
the qu6stions of how to get information about background
obieits and what their influence is on roads in the image' Be-

currse .oad extraction is the main goal, the information about
backeround obiects and different global contexts is not required
with"a high level of detail and accuracy. This information can
be provid"ed by an existinq GIS or derived from the image itself,
e.g., for the global context. by analyzing the texture in the image'
Tfie latter sirategy has the advantage that it avoids problems
caused by incorisistencies betweel iTugg and outdated cts
data, A digital surface model (lstll), which can, for example, be

automatic"ally derived from two or more images, can be used to

explain many situations in which road extraction is difficult'

Stmtegy
In addliion to the road and context models, the strategy, i'e', the

t"o*t"ag" about how and when to use which part of the model'
is verv iriportant for the performance of the approach' First, in

this section a general desiription ofthe strategy for road extrac-
tion is given. Then, the steps of the extraction process are ex-
olained in more detail.' 

The basic idea ofthe strategy is to focus the extraction pro-

cess on those parts of the road network that can be detected most
Figure 2. Local context occlusion-shadow.
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Figure 3. Global and local context.

easily and reliably, and that are ideally also useful to guide fur-
ther extraction. How difficult the extraction ofa certain feature
is depends strongly on the context in which it is to be extracted.
In urban and forest areas, knowledge about geometry and radi-
ometry alone is often insufficient due to occlusions and shad-
ows. On the other hand, with a simple model, relying only on
attributes ofthe road itsell good results can be expected for
rural areas.

As a consequence ofthese considerations, the road extrac-
tion starts in rural areas. The intermediate results after this step
can thenbe used to guide the extraction in urban and forest areas.
A segmentation of the image into the different global contexts
is achieved automaticallv bv texture analvsis. In accordance
with the road model, not oniy the original image at a resolution
of about 0.2 to 0.5 m, but also aversion of the image with reduced
resolution, in which roads are only a few pixels wide, is used.
In the reduced-resolution image, lines are extracted using the
algorithm of Steger (1998) and are used to select edges from the
original resolution image that are candidates for roadsides. The
distance between pairs of edges must be within a certain range,
depending on the road category; they have to be almost parallel;
and the area enclosed by them should be quite homogeneous
in the direction of the road. In addition, foi each pairif candi-
dates for roadsides, a corresponding line has to exist in the
reduced resolution image. The selection ofedges as roadside
candidates is described in detail in Steger et ol. (19SS). From
these roadsides, road segments are generated. Road segments
are represented by the points of their medial axes, and are attrib-
uted by the road width. Initially, the road segments are quite
short. The grouping into longer segments, i.e,, the closing of
gaps and the elimination of false hypotheses, is done according
to the "hypothesize and test" paradigm. Hypotheses about which
gaps are to be bridged are generated starting with geometric cri-
teria (absolute and relative distance, collinearity, width ratio)
and radiometric criteria (mean gray value, standard deviation).
Then, the hypothetical road segments are verified in the image.
The verification consists ofup to three levels. In the first level.
radiometric properties of the new segment are compared to the
segments to be linked. The geometry of the new segment is
defined by the direction at the endpoints of the segments to be
linked. If the radiometric attributes do not differ too much, the
connection hypothesis is accepted. Ifnot, the verification comes
to the second level. Here, a so-called "ribbon" snake is applied
to the gradient image to find an optimum path for the link. In
case this verification also fails, a third level is used, in which an
explanation is searched for, why no evidence for a road can be
found in the hypothetical road area. As possible explanations
for such situations, local contexts such as occlusion_shadow
are taken into account. This means that the local context is used
as the last and apparently weakest evidence to explain and
close 8aps.

Simultaneously with the closing of gaps between road
segments, hypotheses that are false with a high probability,
i,e., short segments that cannot be connected to other segments,
are eliminated. The next task is to find the intersections, i.e.,
the nodes of the network, in order to construct connections
between the road hypotheses. Ideally, after this step all road
hypotheses are connected, and there is a path between every

pair of points on the extracted road network. Usually, such a
result cannot be expected. First, due to the limited size of the
images, some of the nodes will be outside of the image. Second,
the results are not error-free. Especially in urban and forest
areas only fragments of the network can be expected to be
extracted. Beciuse the extraction is reliable only in rural areas,
the network characteristics of roads can neither be optimally
exploited for the extraction nor for an internal evaluation. How-
ever, within a limited scope, it is possible to use topological
relations to rate the imnortance of the roads in the network
and to eliminate some of the remaining false hypotheses. By
integrating knowledge about global and local context, the
semantics of individual roads can be determined in more
detail. For example, driveways to buildings can be distin-
guished from paths to fields. Roads with a certain minimum
width can be expected to have road markings. This means that
it is possible to focus the search for markings to the extracted
roads. The existence of road markings is very good evidence
for a correct hypothesis. The absence of markings can be used
as a hint that the road hypotheses might be wrong and that
further checks are necessary. Besides their benefit for the elimi-
nation of wrong hypotheses, markings also provide detailed
information about a road, e.g., number of lanes or existence
of turning lanes. Note, however, that a reliable extraction of
markings, which is necessary for such specific analyses, can
only be achieved at resolutions better than 0.3 m.

To make this discussion more explicit, the following
results i l lustrate the individual steos:

Information about the global context is provided by a tex-
ture-based segmentation. Figure 4 shows the segmentation of
rurol areas in an image with a reduced resolution of about 4
m. The pixel size on the ground for this example is about 0.4b
m in the high resolution image. The segmentation makes use
ofthe texture filters proposed by Laws (fSAO) and incorporates
morphological operations to deliver regions with smobth
boundaries.

From the fusion of line extraction in a reduced resolution
image with about 2 m and edge extraction in a high resolution
image (Figure 5), hypotheses for roadsides, and from them
hypotheses for road segments, are generated by grouping (Fig-
ure 6). The employed grouping processes have a wotst case
complexity of O(n2), where n is the number of objects to be
grouped. Therefore, because roads can extend over the whole
image, problems arise with the number of lines, edges, and
road segments. Fortunately, the computational effort can be
reduced tremendously by generating the hypotheses for road
sides and constructing road segments locally, i.e., by working
on small, overlapping image patches. In a second step, the
hypotheses for road segments are collected from all patches,
conflicting road segment hypotheses caused by overlapping
patches are examined, and only the best hypotheses are tept.

Most of the road segments derived from the fusion of line
and edge extraction are not directly connected and, what is
more, there are also many false hypotheses. Therefore, the main
task in the next steps isihe linking of correct hypotheses and
the elimination of false hypotheses. According to the above-
mentioned grouping cues, hypotheses for connections are gen-
erated and verified. This is done iterativelv. For enu.v.rew
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Figure 4. (a) Aerial image. (b) Rural areas'

Figure 6. Hypotheses for road segments.
Figure 5. Input for the fusion: Lines (black, dashed)' edges
(white),

iteration, the maximum length of a gap to be bridged is

i;;t;;;;d, ;hile the thresh6ld,s for other criteria are onlv

rfi*fttln -.aified' In the first iteration, g-aps of less than one

;;J;;th;; ch""ked. In addition to ihe absolute length of

;;. tts ieneth relative to the length of the segments to be

""""i".t"ait?1so 
considered. ThiJis done in order to keep

;;;;i;;;;;t, f.o- bridging large gaps' ro tulfill the collin-

;ttv-;itt ;i;;, the angle"be'tweJn iwio segments has to be
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belowagiventhreshold.Thesameist ruefor theanglebetween
the new"segment that bridges the gap and the two connected

rr**.rtr.Tfre ungl" differ6nce is iliowed to be higher only

I;r";;;;*;lig#,i.e., smaller than half-of the road width'

Wttit. itt" maxi"m^um gap length increases during this grouping
phase, the threshold on the width ratio of two segments stays

If*ort constant. To avoid hard thresholds for a single criterion

a"ii"e the evaluation of a hypothesis for a connection' all

;i;;T. 
"." 

Lo*tin"d into one value' For the verification of
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new.segments, the image information, i.e., the gray values
within the new segments and, if necessary, infor:mation about
the local context, is analy"ed. Parallel to increasing the length
of the gaps that are allowed to be bridged, short and-un"o.r.rE"_
ted hypotheses for road segments are eliminated. The motiva_
tion for the elimination of short segments with the increasing
number of iterations is the assumplion that segments with a"
high probability for being a part ofthe road neti,rrork can easilv
P.n,.g.olp"d. with neighboring seg-ments. Therefore, the probai
bllrty tor short and unconnected segments being correct
h,ypotheses decreases with the numblr of iteratiJns. Figure Z
shows an intermediateresult of this grouping process. As can
be seen,,the mainly coll inearity-baseJ strateg"y fails, especially
ror nlgnly curved segments.
- After increasing the threshold for the distance, in the fol_
!_owlng iterations the constraints for collinearity are relaxed.
During this phase of the grouping, "snakes,, (Kass et ol., lgBB),
especially ribbon snakes, become increasingly important. The
benefit from using snakes is that the connec"tion between two
segments is notonly defined by the geometry of these two seg_
ments, but also by image features. Snakes work according to tie
principle of energy minimization. Internal energy enforc6s geo_
metric constraints, e-g., length and smoothn"rrif u path. C"on_
trary to this, external energy pu_shes the snake towards image
features. By minimizing iniernal and external energy simultine_
ously^, image information and geometric propertieJire fused in
an effective way. In contrast to the conventional snake, the rib_
bon snake has an additional parameter for the width at each line
point- The image features the ribbon snake deals with are anti_
parallel edges on both sides of their center line. Using a ribbon
snake, road extraction becomes possible for very fra[mented
edges and also in cases where only one roadsidL is riisible.
Bridging a gap between two road segments using a ribbon snake
is_ performed in two phases. ln the flrst phase, t ie width of the
:,b1"." is f ixed and.only the position of jts axis is optimized.
I hls.rs done in analogy to a zip, but starting from boih ends (c.f.,"zrpto.ck" snake in Neuen-schwander ef 01., (1SS5)1. In the sec_
ond phase, only the_width is optimized, i.e., adapied to the
image features. The hypothesis is accepted if the variance of the

width is still Iow afterthis second step. The variation ofthe width
can be used as criterion, because ranilom features close to wrong
hypotheses cause in most cases a large variation of the width. "
A more detailed description of this technique is given in Mayer
ef 01. (199S).-Figure B shows an example of a gap'bridged using
a ribbon snake.

In those cases where the evidence in the image is insuffi_
cient to confirm a connection hypothesis, informition about
the local context ofthe particuliiroad segment is considered.
In other words, a plausible explanation m"ust be given as to why
not enough evidence for a road can be found in ihe image but,"
nevertheless, the gap can be bridged. In particular, the lo"cal con_
text occlusion-sftodowis important in such cases. The main part
of the information needed to explain such situations can be
derived from a osv and informalion about when and where the
image was taken. With this information, shadowed and
occluded areas can be predicted. For shadows, the coarse pre_
diction can be refined in the original image. Using a DSM;ith
a resolution of only a few meters-, it is pos;ible to d"etect individ_
uat hlgh oblects, and to classify them into vegetation and build_
ings based on their different texture in the iriage (Eckstein and
Steger,_1996). Furthermore, the DSM is useful f6r eliminating
wrong hypotheses for roads that lie on the roofs of buildingsl
. . After the generation of hypotheses for connections ind

their verit ication, the road network has to be constructed, i.e.,
the intersections which link the roads have to be extracted.
The generation of hypotheses for intersections is based *nirrly
on geometric calculations. Extracted road segments are
extended at unconnected end points. The leng'th of the exten_
sion depends on the length and width of the paiticut".,"g-"ri.
If an extension intersects an already existing road segnient, a
new road segment is constructed, which con;ects thelntersec_
tion point with the extended road. Most of these new segments
are shorter than five times the road width. Longer extensions
arernore likely to miss the actual road in the iriage, because
of the uncertainty of the direction at the end poirits and the
geometric variability ofroads in intersection ui"ur. The verifi_
cation of these new road segments is done in the same manner
as for the gaps.

Figure 7. Grouping: lntermediate result.
Figure 8. (a) Connection hypothesis. (b) Gap bridged by a
ribbon snake.
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Results
The oualitv ofthe results depends on the global context' For the

rurallrea,ihe results are almost correct and complete (Figure

91. Based on their width, agricull'ural paths, which are also

r"tru.t"a. can easily be dislinguishedhom other roads' The

most important condition for an acceptable result is-a good con-

irastbetiryeen road andbackground. fo achieve good resYlts in

Jiff"*"t images, radiometril parameters, e'g- thresholds for

gr"y uut".t, aie likely to needhodifications' Contrary to this'

ihe eeometric para--"ters for the grouping of edges into-road,

;A;;"it do nbt need to be changed. For the grouping of road

seiments to construct a road network, minor modifications

."?i""-i"g tt e maximum length of gaps that can be bridged are

"r"" V r"?fi.ient. Figure ro Jhows the result for an image of

another rural scene'
In residential areas there are many problems caused by

background obiects. Roads appear very fragmented in the

imas"e and, therefore, right from the start there are fewer correct

tru"3ttt"t"t for roads. Mo.uou"t. the hypotheses cannot be eas-

ii"'*"""ta Uecause of the many gaps. Figure 11 points out the

iii.iitoitrt" approach. Most of lhe roads extracted in the ope.n

,.rJ 
"."u "t" 

ending outside the village' A thorough integration

oiJirtoi"iot*ation,i,vhich has not yei been implemented' is

expected to improve the results in this case'^ 
A quantitative evaluation of the results according to the-

evaluation scheme in Heipke et al. (1'9sB) was carried out with

. ,"i 
"f 

t"rt images for which reference data were plotted manu-

,[u. rni, evaluition showed that the results for the open rural

"rL'" "tt 
o"itt reliable and also relatively complete' More than

il;;;;i;te really roads and 80 to 9o percent of the roads

;;',i;;;;; 
";hacted. 

The geometric acculacy for the correctly

extracted road axes is aboit one pixel' i'e" 0'3 to 0'5 m' Figure

1.2 mav help to interpret these numbers' Within the open rural

"*", 
tir p"hent of tire roads have been extracted' i'e'' the

""it""t",i 
network covers 91 percent of the reference network'

I" i'frt 
""i"" 

rmage, still 76 peicent of the roads have been found'

F;;ii;;p.".rrtil"r"u as well as for the entire image' about 98.

oercent oithe extracted network are really roads, i.e., 98 Percent
;iih;;.t;;hd network is covered by th-e reference network'

Figure 9. Extracted roads and intersections'

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

Figure 10. Result for another image.

Figure 11. Result for built-up area.

The execution time for the extraction basically depends

ott thu image size and on the number of roads in the scene'

rrrr"J 
"f "ff"it 

Jepends on the initial number of hypothese.s,for

,o"d t"gm".tts and on how fast this number decreases with

"u.n 
it"?.tion during grouping. On a ralher old Sun Sparc 20'

itrr-"*i."lti"n took iU5"t o'o riinutes for Figure 9 (area: 4 km'z)

and about 15 minutes for Figure 10 (area: 0'6 km'z)'

Discussion and 0utlook
ih" otopot"d approach is well suited for road extraction in

ili;*;l;lm'ages with a resolution of 0'2 to 0'5 m' A resolu-

iion of less than olz m results in a large number of edges and a

more inhomogeneous appearance ofioads' On the other hand'
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Figure 12. Evaluation. (a) Reference. (b) Extraction.

for a resolution of more than 0.S m, the regions for roads become
very narrow and for most roads only line extraction is feasible.
Whether or not the resolution of future satellite imagery of
about 0.8 m is sufficient for the proposed approach st-ill lras to
be investigated.

Because primarily the local neighbors are considered dur-
ing the grouping process, it is not guaranteed that always those
connections are established that are the best for the whole net-
work. Inferring global information by generating hypotheses
for connections, as proposed in StegLr et al. gS-szi, could be
used as a remedy.

For the extraction ofroads in urban and forest areas, the
extraction in the open rural area provides quite reliable start-
ing points. However, the propagation of the road extraction into
these areas requires_ additional-extraction and tracking algo-
rithms and must be based also on other evidence, e.g., grouping
of road markings and vehicles.

At this point, the results are not absolutely reliable and
complete. Henge, ln operational use, a human operator would
be needed to edit the iesults, i.e., to delete *.ongly extracted
roads and to insert missing parts. Nevertheless, ihe approach
shows that good results can already be achieved basei on rela-
tively simpl-e grouping algorithms. A noticeable improvement
seems possible with a more complete integration of context
information and global groupingiriteria.
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